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This guide describe the Peddars Way and Norfolk Coast Path – an easyto-follow 130 mile national trail that combines the best of inland and
coastal walking, and is ideal for those new to long-distance walks. The
guide shows how to complete it over a week or, using excellent public
transport links, split it over a series of weekends or one-day excursions.
The national trail is a walk of two halves. The Peddars Way begins at
Knettishall Heath in Suffolk and follows the route of an old Roman road for
over 40 miles to Holme-next-the-Sea, where it meets the Norfolk Coast
Path (which begins nearby, at Hunstanton). As one, the trails then follow
the coast to the seaside town of Hopton-on-Sea.
The terrain underfoot covers wild marshland, forest tracks and sandy
beaches, while expansive skies give impressive views from start to finish.
The book gives interesting details on the multitude of historic sites,
picturesque villages and array of wildlife passed along the way, and lists
accommodation options at each stage.

Key marketing points
• A National Trail that is ideal as a first long-distance route
• Can be walked within one week, or split over several weekends

About the author
Phoebe is award-winning editor of Wanderlust travel magazine and has
written extensively for a range of newspapers and magazines, both in the
UK and overseas, and is also the author of several books on wild camping.
She was a finalist in the 2015 National Adventurer Awards, and in 2014
became the first woman to camp at all the extreme points of mainland
Britain on consecutive nights.
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